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ABSTRACT

Analysis of emission of shower particles in 22Ne + Ag(Br) collisions at
4 1A GeV/c and in 28Si + Ag(Br) interactions at 4.5A GeV/c has been
carried out to observe the sideward flow of nuclear matter. The transverse
momentum method utilizing has been used to determine the reaction plane
for the projectile fragments in an event. Data on sideward flow has been
obtained by studying the azimuthal distribution of shower particles.
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INTRODUCTION

One of the principal goals of the study of relativistic heavy-ion collisions is the observation
of the collective behavior of high compressed nuclear matter [1-3] The measurement of the
collective flow has shown two collective emission patterns of particles which appear in the
leaction plane, one is the so called " side splash " of the participant nucleons, (those sharing
directly in the interaction) from the collision zone , and the second is the " bounce off" of
spectator nucleons (non-interacting nucleons) emitted into the projectile and target rapidity
regions[4-8]

Usually the collective flow is studied using one of the following tensors,
[a] Sphericity tensor [9]

Qu - I Kpj m
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[b] Energy flow tensor [10]
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[c] Momentum flow tensor [11]
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and.
[d] Angular emission tensor [12]

where P,, Pj denote momentum projections of the particle three momentum All these tensors
are calculated from the momenta of all ^ measured particles for each event These tensors
approximate the event shape by an ellipsoid whose orientation in space and whose aspect
ratios can be calculated by diagonalization [9-12]

A new component of the collective flow has been observed in a plane perpendicular to
the reaction plane, which is the only direction where the produced particles might escape
during the whole collision time without being rescattered [ neither stopped nor thermalized ],
by either the target- or projectile-nucleons [13-17] This phenomenon is called squeeze-out
effect

Many experimental and theoretical studies have been devoted to study the collective flow
of nuclear matter It was observed by using nuclear emulsion [ Em ] and silver chloride [
AgCl ] nuclear track detectors [18-19] The angular distribution of the slow particles is peaked
at the value predicted by nuclear shock waves calculations [20] , while there are other
experiments which had shown less evidence of this peak or the absence of it [21-22]
Danielewicz and Odyniec [23] , have proposed a transverse momentum analysis to detect the
presence of the collective effect . Jain et al.[7] , studied the dependence of the transverse
momentum of the colliding system on the impact parameter and bombarding energy for A +
Em More exclusive data have been presented taken from the plastic ball measurements [8].
The information available from 4 n spectrometers, like the plastic ball, provide the four
momentum of all the charged particles, which have been used to make a comprehensive
analysis of the kinetic energy flow tensor of each event [10]

Theoietical predictions of these collective effects are based on the molecular dynamical
model [24], Vlasov - Uehling - Uhlenbech [ VUU ] model[25-27], and quantum molecular
dynamics [QMD] approach [27-29] These models have been used to reproduce the
experimental azimuthal correlation between the emitted particles.

The analysis of the sideward flow of nuclear matter using shower particles emission is very
rare [13,16-18]. It is of great interest to study the emission of the shower particles in central
heavy ion collisions at different energies Kiselev[24] found that the sideward effect become
moie pronounced for a heavier nuclear matter , and it decreases at high beam energy This
was observed for different experiments [4,8,14-18,24], such as Ca+Ca at 400 and at 800A
MeV/nucleon , and for Nb + Nb at 150 , 400 , 650 , and 800A MeV/nucleon, and for La + La
at 800A MeV/nucleon
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In the present work , the study of the sideward flow emission of the shower particles has
been investigated for the 4 1A GeV/c 22Ne + Em and 4 5A GeV/c 28Si + Em

EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE

Two groups of stacks of nuclear emulsion (Em) have been exposed to the 22Ne -beam at
4 1A GeV/c and 2xSi -beam at 4 5A GeV/c at the Dubna Synchrophasotron Scanning and
angle measurement techniques are described in details previously in references [30-32] All
chaiged secondary particles have been classified, according to the velocity P = v/c , the range
L in the emulsion, and the relative ionization I* = I / Io, where I is the particle track ionization
, and Io is that for a singly charged relativistic shower track in the narrow forward cone of an
opening angle 6 < 3 ° These secondary particles emitted in the measured events are classified

[i] The grey tracks producing particles "g" having L > 3 mm, a relative ionization I*> 1 4, and
0 3< p <0 7 These are charged recoil nucleons The tracks of such type having 9 < 3 and L
> 2 cm are considered to be projectile fragments having Z=2
[n]The black tracks producing particles "b" with L < 3 mm (P < 0 3) These are slow nucleons
and nuclear target fragments The b-particles having 9 < 3 ° and L > 1 cm are considered to be
projectile fragments having Z > 3 The number of delta-electrons has been measured for each
of these particles in order to determine the corresponding charge Z=3,4,..,Zbeam •
Together the " b + g " tracks are called the tracks of heavy ionizing particles "h"
[iii] The shower tracks producing particles " s " having I* < 1.4 and P > 0 7 and an emission
angle 9 i 3 ' The tracks of such type have been further subjected to multiple scattering
measurements for momentum determination in order to separate the produced pions from
non-interacting single charged projectile fragments, and to differentiate them into protons,
deuterons, and tritons
Thus all the emitted particles have been adequately divided into multicharged projectile
fiagments (PFs) with Z varying from Z=l to Zbeam, target fragments i e h-particles ( TFs ),
and the generated shower s-particles
Foi each track , one may obtain
[aj The polar angle 9, i.e the space angle between the direction of the incident beam , and that
of the given track ,
[b] The azimuthal angle <J) , i e the angle between the projection of the given track in the
plane normal to the beam , and the direction perpendicular to the beam in this plane (in an
anticlockwise direction)

Nuclear emulsion is composed of light (H,CNO ) elements , and heavy (Ag Br)
elements One can approximately separate the interactions involving the heavy target nuclei
fiom those involving the lighter ones by selecting events which have number of target
fragments Ni, > 8, that is, interactions with heavy target Ag(Br) nuclei In our analysis, from a
total of 4307 22Ne -r emulsion measured primary inelastic interactions, 704 collisions were
chosen, besides 338 collisions of 28Si + emulsion from a total of 1322 measured inelastic
interactions These selected events have, at least, a number of projectile fragments NPF > 3
and a number of target fragments N|, > 8

The reaction plane of the nuclear collision for each event is determined by the transverse
momentum analysis of the projectile fragments [PFs] in this event [7] Once the reaction plane
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is determined the azimuthal direction of all the shower particles relative to this plane can be
defined

Assuming that, after the collision of the interacting nuclei, the longitudinal momentum
pei nucleon PL of the projectile fragment is the same as that of the incident particle Thus the
tiansverse momentum of the ith fragment[7]

Ptl = PL tan 9, (5)

where 9, is the emission angle of the ith fragment
and.

MeVIc for

MeV/c for

22'Ne - beam
28Si - beam

(6)

The weighting factor w, is introduced to exclude fragments of very large transverse
momentum, such that w, = 1 for fragments going in a forward direction and having small
values of Pi,, which contribute to the determination of reaction plane

where.
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These values of Pcul have been determined by drawing a fitting curve for the histogram of the
tiansverse momentum distribution per nucleon, and then extrapolate a straight line for the tail
of the curve This can be shown from Figs ( l,a ) and ( l,b ) for 4 1A GeV/c 22Ne + Em and
4 5A GeV/c 28Si + Em, respectively

N% 6 r

0 40 80 120160200240280 320 0 40 80 120160200240280 320
P /A(MeV/c) P /A(MeV/c)
t t

Fig 1 The transverse momentum per nucleon Pt / A distributions of the emitted
projectile fragments for (a) 4 1A GeV/c 22Ne+Ag(Br) and (b) 4 5A GeV/c ^Si +Ag(Br)
interactions The extrapolation line of the fitting curve determines the values of Pcut,
which are 240 MeV/c for "Ne , and 280 MeV/c for 28Si

Also, the mass number m, of the ith projectile fragment are taken into account as [16,33]-
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where Ak, is the mass number of the kth isotope of projectile fragment (i) ,and Wk, is the
coiiespondmg fractional yields of the isotope
The onentation of the reaction plane was defined for each event by the vector

Q, =

wheie v is the number of the considered tracks in the event
The azimuthal distribution of shower particles projected on this reaction plane, which is

determined from the PFs, is calculated as

P, = 4 ^ - = cos( br) t11!

where V, is the unit vector for shower particle i in the event j , and (j>r is the azimuthal angle
between the emitted shower particles and the measured reaction plane The mean transverse
momentum per nucleon projected onto the reaction plane < P* > is obtained by averaging P,*
over all shower particles, and over all the selected interactions

All tracks of the experimental events were randomized though each track was still
conserving its characteristics and uncertainty Then, events of the same multiplicityv were
geneiated by the Monte Carlo technique from the randomized array Thus the natural
correlation was removed and only statistical fluctuation may occur

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The dependence of the aveiage transverse momentum projected onto the reaction
plane <- P* > on the pseudorapidity , r\ of the shower particles in the selected interactions of
22Ne + Ag(Br) at 4 1A GeV/c and 28Si + Ag(Br) at 4 5A GeV/c is shown in Figs.(2-a) and
(2-b), respectively The points in these two figures represent the average transverse momenta
of shower particles projected onto the reaction plane, in a given r\ interval. The average
transverse momentum of a shower particle projected onto the reaction plane, < P* >, will be
equal to zero if the transverse momenta of shower particles are randomly distributed in the
azimuthal plane The value of < P* > will differ from zero if the energy flow of particles
deviates from zero-angle direction ie if sideward flow of nuclear matter takes place The
experimental data in the two Figs (2 -a) and (2-b) show that <P*> differs significantly from
zero in the range r\=2-3 Events were generated randomly from the experimental tracks, i e.
we exclude any correlation between tracks, however we kept all the experimental
uncertainties Then we constructed the same dependence between < P* > and the
pseudorapidity r\ Figs(2-a) and (2-b) show that these dependencies are not due to statistical
fluctuation
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Fig 2 Average transverse momentum of shower particles projected onto the reaction plane <P*>
.is ,i function of pseudorapidity 11 for (a) 4 1A GeV/c 22Ne +Ag(Br) and (b) 4 5A GeV/c 28Si
+Ag(Bi) interactions The dots with error bars are due to the randomized sample while the open
circles are due to experimental data

The determination of the reaction plane is the important factor in the transverse momentum
technique [7] To estimate the accuracy of the reaction plane determination, each event is
randomly divided into two sub-events Two reaction planes are extracted, one for each sub-
event The angle between the reaction planes of the two halves was determined in the
aznnuthal plane The distribution of the azimuthal angle between the two sub-events (halves)
has shown a narrow peak at 0° which proves that the technique used to determine the reaction
plane is accurate The resultant vector in the azimuthal plane was deduced for the following
groups of particles, in the selected events [i] h-particles for events of Nh> 8, [ii] Shower
particles and [iii] Projectile fragments The unit vectors of these particles are summed to give
their resultant vectors The difference between the direction of the resultant vectors of
projectile fragments and h-particles, A<()PF = | ^PF — <t>h, and the difference in angles between

<{)s - (J>h | , arethe direction of the resultant vectors of shower particles and h-particles , A(J) | { J |
calculated for the two interactions 22Ne + Ag(Br) at 4 1A GeV/c and 28Si + Ag(Br) at 4 5A
GcV/c The distiibutions of Aijipi foi 22Ne - and 28Si - beam are shown in Figs (3-a) and (3-b)
iespectively, and the distributions for A<j>s are shown in Figs (3-c) and (3-d) for 22Ne - and
2xSi - beams, respectively The total number of events is normalized to 100. The error bars of
the data points are shown There is a tendency for peaking at 180° which shows back - to -
back emission and a strong correlation between the studied groups of particles These results
agree with the observation of sideward emission of particles
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Fig" The distribution of the angular difference between the direction of the resultant
\cctois of the projectile fragments and of the h-particles for (a) 4 1A GeV/c22Ne
+Ag(Br) and (b) 4 5A GeV/c :xSi +Ag(Br) interactions ,and the angular difference
between the direction of the resultant vectors of shower particles and of the h-particles
for ( c ) 4 IA GeV/c 22Ne +Ag(Br) and (d ) 4 5 A GeV/c 28Si +Ag(Br) interactions

CONCLUSION

A study of the shower particles emitted in 22Ne + Ag(Br) collisions at 4.1 A GeV/c and in
"̂ Si -*- Ag(Br) interactions at 4 5A GeV/c has been carried out From this study, it may be
concluded that
(1) 1 he tiansveise momentum method has a good accuiacy m deteimining the reaction plane
or the projectile fragments
(2) There is an indication of sideward emission of shower particles
(3)The angular distribution of the resultant vectors for h-particles with both projectile
fragments and shower particles shows a correlation between them
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